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But first, raised hands

• What is multitask learning? 

• What is a neural network? 

• What is sequence prediction?
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Linguistic sequences 

TIME

has always loved gross snacks

AUX ADVERB VERB ADJECTIVE COMMONPART OF SPEECH

VERB PHRASE NOUN PHRASESYNTACTIC CHUNK

EMOTION PHYSICAL FOODSEMANTIC TYPE

— — POSITIVE NEGATIVE —SENTIMENT



Linguistic sequences 

HIGH

has always loved gross snacks

AUX ADVERB VERB ADJECTIVE COMMONPART OF SPEECH

… …

HIGH MID LOW MIDWORD FREQUENCY
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Original Main(POS)+Aux(Freq) of  Plank et al (2016)
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Training a system with a good main-auxiliary task pair, we can 
improve the performance of  the main task

Provided the auxiliary task is informative

Using a neural network instead of  another classification 
method, we can use heterogeneous data for training instead of  

requiring a corpus with two parallel annotation layers.



Our work
1. Benchmarking the usage of  frequency as auxiliary task 

2. Assessing the applicability of  MTL to semantic-
sequence prediction: supersenses, sentiment, named 
entities, etc. 

3. Establishing information-theoretic criteria for dataset 
selection, and determining the contribution of  different 
types of  data representation



1) Frequency as an auxiliary task 
for part-of-speech prediction

• The work in Plank et al (2016) uses the truncated 
logarithm of  a word’s frequency to calculate it’s 
frequency label 

• We compare this method i.a. with a uniform distribution 
calculated from the cumulative word frequencies.
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2) Semantic sequences

• Frames: Event labels — Arrival, Finish. Very sparse 

• NER: Named entities — Person, Organization.  

• MPQA: Sentiment — Attitude, Subjective. Very Sparse. 

• Semtraits: Animate, Object, Property 

• Supersenses: noun.food, verb.emotion



3) Identifying co-informativeness



Conclusions
• We have found that few tasks actually benefit from using 

frequency, or frequency+POS as an auxiliary task. 

• This behavior maps to the co-informativeness of  the 
main and auxiliary label distribution, and in general to 
distributions with fairly high entropy (and low kurtosis) 

• We argue strongly that semantic tasks are harder to 
predict given immediately observable data properties, 
such as the skewness of  the distribution and the power 
P(label|word).



Thanks!
Questions?


